
AP Mandarin Summer Homework (2019-20) 

Here is your summer homework. Please create a Google folder to upload all your assignments. 
Share your Google folder with Ms. Luo. Check Google classroom for updated assignments. 
There will also be Quizlet sets of vocabulary review. The assignments are posted on the 

Google classroom. Here is the code:  y9cf2v8 

I.看中文電視劇：Choose at least 1 Chinese soap opera to watch.  

The following are some choices. The shows should be appropriate for your age, however, please use 

precaution, if there are scenes that are not appropriate for your age, skip it.  

Tasks: 1. List the vocabulary words or phrases that you learned from the soap opera. (30 points) 

1. List cultural ideas you learned from the show and explain its significance. (10 points) 
 

a. 海派甜心 https://youtu.be/HngU0xrjpsg 
b. 如果蜗牛有爱情 01丨When a Snail Falls in Love 01 https://youtu.be/OwFLgsSjams 
c. 远得要命的爱情 第01集 HD https://youtu.be/aRKXsLfBJ1g 
d. 微微一笑很倾城  https://youtu.be/T8oGhDZyPcA 

e. 我愛男保姆：https://youtu.be/f3uObm_kiFw 
 

II.唱中文歌：Learn 2 Chinese songs. Find the songs with Chinese lyrics and English translation. (20 points, 

10 points each) 

III.Collect signs and other authentic material: Take pictures of the signs in Chinese, collect menu, flyers, etc. 

(10 points)  (take a trip to a Chinese community such as China town, Roland Heights) 

IV. Write 2 minutes speech papers (You need to write all 10 topics.) (4 points each /total 40 points) The 
following are 10 topics: 
**You will be writing in English.  Keep in mind that you will use the information to write a short speech in 
Chinese.  It needs to be meaningful but short.  
 

1. There are many Chinese martial arts. Choose one art you know (Qigong, Taijiquan, Shaolin Kung Fu, 
etc.) and describe the particular demographic that is associated with this sport, and any other necessary 
details, in your presentation.  

 
2. Food is an important part of Chinese culture. Choose one well-known dish (Beijing duck, boiled 

dumplings, sweet-and sour pork, etc.) In your presentation, describe this dish, including the ingredients, 
the taste, the history behind it, and any other necessary information. If you have sampled this food 
before, describe your experience.  

 
3. There are many traditional Chinese stories about learning. Choose one to present. In your presentation, 

explain the meaning of the proverb or idiom and tell an analogous narrative. Then talk about the effect 
of this story on yourself. 

 
4. China has many ethnic groups, all of which have different holidays. In your presentation, choose a 

traditional Chinese holiday (the Spring Festival, the Lantern Festival, the Mid-Autumn Festival, etc.), 
and describe the history behind this holiday, traditional customs, related cultural myths, and how the 
Chinese people celebrated it.  

https://youtu.be/HngU0xrjpsg
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5. There are many traditional Chinese art forms. In your presentation, choose one specific form of art 

(kites, Chinese calligraphy, Chinese embroidery Chinese ceramics, etc.) and describe and explain the 
basics of this art, its history, and its significance in Chinese culture. If possible, explain your personal 
experience with this type of art.  

 
6. There are many ancient Chinese stories. Choose one to present. The presentation needs to summarize the 

story and give you own opinion on the story.  
 

7. There are 12 zodiac signs in Chinese, which are used to symbolize the year in which a person is born. In 
your presentation, talk about your own sign and explain the meaning of your sign in Chinese culture. If 
possible, tell a related story.  

 
8. There are some Chinese celebrity (Yao Ming, Michelle Kwan, Yo-Yo Ma, Jackie Chan, etc.). Choose 

one to present. In your presentation, describe this celebrity and explain his or her significance.  
 

9. Choose ONE city in mainland China or Taiwan (Beijing, Shanghai, Taipei, etc.). In your presentation, 
describe this city in mainland China or Taiwan and explain its significance.  

 

10. Choose ONE Chinese social custom (giving or receiving gifts, meeting someone for the first time, being 
a guest in someone’s home, etc.). In your presentation, describe this social custom and explain its 
significance.  
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